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This paper describes an efficient FIR emission from a grating coupled two dimensional
(2D) plasmon at the semi-conductor surface. The emitters were fabricated on
selectively doped AlGaAs-GaAs MBE grown epitaxial wafers. In addi.tion to the plasmon
emission measurement, the hot electron temperature was determined from observation
of the thermal FfR emission. A close correlation between the plasmon emission and
an j-ncreased electrgn tegRerature was found. The pJ-asmon emi-ssion (281pm) lntensity
of the order of 10 -W/cm- was obtained at the applied electric field arround 50 V/cm
where the electron temperature reached to 50 K at the lattice temperature of 4.2 K.

Introduction
2D electrons at and very near the sel-ectiveIy doped Al-GaAs-GaAs heterointerface can be
easily energized to a considerably high electron
temperature T even when a low electric fleld
(a few tens of V/cm) is applied. This is due
mainly to a reduced scattering associated with
spatial seperation of parent donors from 2D
electrons. Recent wo"k1) Uy Lrrgri et al have
indicated that electron-electron (e-e) interactions as well- as the polar optical phonon
interaction serve as a dominant rol-e of heated
2D electron scattering near ballistic
transport
regime. Here, the e-e interaction involves an
inter-electron scattering and an excitation
of the self-organized 2D plasma oscillation
(plasmon). A latter interaction, if present,
will result in the efficient far infrared (FIR)
emission from an electron plasma via a grating
coupling. Until now, evidences of FIR emission
from 2D plasmon have been obtained using SiM0SFETs by Gornik and his ."oro.k"""2), who expected those devices as most promising candidate
for a solid state FIR emitter.
In the present experiment, the FIR emitters
were fabricated on selectively doped AlGaAs-GaAs
$f.

grown epitaxial- wafers, on top of which Au
grating was placed. Some specie were with semitransparent metel gate, and the rests were not.
MBE

According to an analysis of 2D plasmon dispersion relation, the layer structure, an interface
electron concentration and the grating period
were determined so as to match the emitted radi-

ation wave number with the detector window wave
number. An emphasis was placed on the quantitati.ve measurement of the radiation power density
from the emitter, which enables uQ to study in
near future an interaction between hot electrons
and 2D plasmon. A cl-ose correlation among the
plasmon radiation power, thermal emission of
the hot electrons, increased electron temperature and the applied el-ectric field was obtained
. Though the present work was still on the
preliminaly stage, the plasmon emission (28l-pm
wavelength) intensity as high as to-8w/"t' t."
attained under the applied electric field around
50 V/cm at the liquid helium temperature.
$2. Experimental
2-1 Sample preparation
A high purity namowband GaAs photoconductor
(n=7x1014/"r3 p"o',rided from Sumitomo Electric
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Fig. 2. The dispersion relation of
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2-2 Detector responsivity
The used emitters were al-l drived by 2 usec
pulsed voltage between electrodes (1/5OO duty)
to completely avoid sample heating. The detected signal is correfated with the above pulse
using a lock-in amplifier. The detector was
aligned face to face with an emitter but 1OO mm
apart from in brass waveguide. Consequently,
this alignment allowed the detector to receive
the photon emitted from the emitter only into
normal direction.
In order to determine the responsivi-ty of used GaAs detector system, the
thermal FIR emission signal was compared with
the cal-culated absolute thermal emission intensity of a 2D el-ectron system. The absolute
thermal emission intensity I(ur) per square unit
per solid angle into the perpendicular direction
in the thermal- equilibrium is given by

Industrles) was used as a FIR detector,
which has a peak in the photoconductivity at 35.5
_1*(=4.4
meV) at 4.2 K. From vi.ew point of the
cm
wavelength matching, the plasmon emitters
were designed and fablicated. A schematic drawing of a prepared emitter is given in Fig. 1.
The calculated dispersion relations of 2D plasmon
at AlGaAs-GaAs heterointerface are given in Fi-g.
2, showing a clear dependence of the plasmon energy (?tw) on the AlGaAs layer thickness d.
Among the calculated plasmon spectrum excited
by a hot electron, a plasmon wavenumber dominantly coupled to the grating (period a) is restricted to k=a/Z . The layer thickness, a
dopant, an electron density at the heterointerface and so on of the prepared FIR emitters are
summarized in Tab. I. The emitted photon energy
estimated thus far of #tZq is 4.4 meV, and therefore the plasmon emission will be detectabl-e.
Contrasting to this, a sample ff60 provides
photons with energy less than 4.4 meV, and the
plasmon FIR emission signal will be no longer
picked up. As to the sample fablication of #L24
Table I.
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Fig. 3. The differential channeL resistance (solid
curve) and momentum relaxation time (dashed curve)
of the emitters vs applied electric field.
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Fig. 4. Observed FIR emissi.on as a function of the
applied electric field.

The observed differential

channel resistance and
rel-axation time of the emitter #60 as a
function of electric field are plotted in Fig. 3
. The abrupt increase of channel- resistance of #60 reflects the onset of polar
optical phonon emission. Recent work"' by Shah
et aI suggests that the electron temperature T"
of #OO increased to 40-60 K at the break point.
Futhermore, at this applied electric field, the
detected FIR signal from #6O was 12.5 nV, being
definitely thought of as a thermal emission as
mentioned above. Using these data and a simple
analysis, the detector system responsi-vity was
deduced to be SxtOo V/W.
2-3 Plasmon and thermal emission
An example of measured FIR emission intensity
is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the electric
fie1d. The measured sample configuratj.ons were
successively changed by adding or eliminating
the grating and/or gate metals on #]-24-03 chip.
Details are given in Tab. II. Though the gate
electrode was prepared for the purpose of the
electron density n= modulation, it did not work
well due to large leakage.
At this stage, it is worth noting that the
emitted power from samples with Au grating includes both the thermal- and the plasmon emissions
. In the following, for the first time, the
plasmon emission power can be discriminated from
the thermal one. A comparison of #1-24-03 and
#I24-O3" I indicates that a transparency of a
semitransparent thin NbN gate film to the ther
mal emissi.on is about 20 %. This agrees with
momentum

the calculation using an electron density of 7x
22
1O-- cm-3- obtained by Ha1l measurement. An
enhancement of the detected power was brought
about by an introduction of Au grating (see #I2403' and O3tr) , although at least 75 % of the
thermal emission intensity was damped down at
the grating area (from a simple calculation).
This is a direct evidence for the pfasmon emission under a presence of the grating, whose in
tensity is sufficiently high to compensate a reduction in the thermal emission with a pretty
margin. Now, one can separate the plasmon emi-ssion from thermal emission of sample #I24-O3,',
and O5rrt, as shown in Fig. 5. As to the

Table II.

Variation of sample structure for
FIR measurement
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metals was quite reproducible.
Symbols o and X in the emi-ssion denote,

respectively, possible FIR emission
and substantially nulI emission.
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$3. liscussions
It is of great interest to deduce the hot
electron temperatu"" Te against the applied field
and compa"" T" with the observed plasmon emission
intensity. From the thermal emission intensity
obtained for emitters without a gate and grating,
we deduced T^. The results are plotted in Fig.
c
6, showing that Tu linearly increases up to 40-50
K with increasi-ng fie1d, and with further increase in the field the temperature rise becomes
less pronounced. This j-s a result of change in
the dominant scattering mechanism from the acoustic phonon to the polar-optical phonon which occurs at T of 40-60 K. This characteristic feae
ture is more and more exaggarated for the specimen with higher electron mobility like #60-0l-.
The Ta vs el-ectric field curve of #60-01 seems
to asymptoticall-y fall- on those of #L24-O3 and 05 in higher field range. It is also true for
the momentum rel-axation time vs field characteristics given in Fig. 3.
As shown in Fig. 5, an steep increase in
the plasmon emission takes place at the field of
-50 V/cm where the electron temperature reaches
to *50 K. The temperature 50 K can be compared
to a photon energy of 4.4 meV necessary for detection in the present experimental system. If
we apply higher field to the test specimen, we
might get more efficient plasmon emj-ssion.
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Fig. 5. The estimated plasmon emission and thermal
emission intensities as a function of the electric
field.

plasmon emission, we obtained FIR emission inten-

sity of the order of 1o-8 ltl/c^2 at the e]ectric
field 50 V/cm. Since electric field dependence
of plasmon emissj-on intensity is superlinear, it
wouLd be possibl-e to more effectively excite the
plasmon under the higher field.
Thin gate film
transparency of TEM wave (thermal) is less than
that of TM wave (2D plasmon), so the thermal
broadband emission is more surppressed than
plasmon emission for the gate composite structure. This view was experimentally verified,
though data are not given here.

$a. Conclusion
the experiments of FIR emission
from grating coupled 2D pl-asmon at AlGaAs-GaAs
heterointerface. We obtalned the plasmon FIR
emission intensity (281 ;:m wavelength) of the
" W/cm- at the applied electric
order of 10-R)
field 50 V/cm. Moreover, a close correl-ation
between the plasmon emission and the hot electron temperature was found. The present results
also provides us a knowledge on the additional
and unavoidable scattering caused by plasmon
excitation of hot electrons.
We performed
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